Dear Augusto and Alvero,

It is also time for the two of you to "grow up" and stop thinking you can fool not only yourselves but your closest associates that each of you are the other’s worst enemy.

After a while anything repetitive becomes boring and why it is essential to avoid “lost souls” like the plague, bearing in mind it can take a while to “smell a rat”.

Not everything is “black and white” until it is “black and white”.

Right this instant each of you knows that all the nonsense as well as perfect sense each of you has spoken as well as the actions you have taken as well as failed to take beginning with either your deafening silence or failing to get the help of someone who is perfectly bilingual in English and Spanish so that I don’t have to bothered with even attempting to interpret what you are saying is getting so much easier to figure out.

You Augusto are of course much poorer financially than Alvero whose parents are still most likely a whole lot financially richer than you and therefore you feel that Alvero remains in the best position to do you both financially and physically a whole lot more harm than much more poorly bred Lily White Wheaty Eating US Americans
who using their family’s Trust Funds travel to places like Peru where they act so very “at one” with you all, dressing in their torn denim pants, unbrushed hair to look so very Rastafarian, quiet spoken, looking so very thoughtful but get them high on pot on the high elevations of Inka trails so very quickly do both of you get a sense that the two of you are nowhere close to being each other’s enemies.

The enemy is not even your very corrupt government who makes it their business to corrupt first and foremost the kids of rich parents such as Alvero whose parents in turn are nowhere near as filthy rich as the filthy rich in the United States who simply know from trickling down the cost of getting rich on to the back of the poor who are not stupid just simply misinformed, the most misinformed of course are those in our satellite states who are distributed just enough wealth to make the separations between the “haves” and “have-nots” very significant.

Today in the US this so very contrived conflict that we have created in countries like yours rich in mineral resources such as gold and gas, is now “coming home to roost” given the speed at which information is reaching people like you who however, because of your decades suffering from “Poverty of Thought” are taking a little longer to figure it all out.

Augusto, you wanted to know what is “our plan” and so I am giving not only to you and Alvero but the rest of your 800 or so colleagues who may not feel the need to share their intimate thoughts with you until you “grow up”.

Again, you would agree that Augusto, concerned about his young child’s future, would be securing his child’s future by doing something positive, more so than putting fictitious money in the bank, certainly by the time you have analyzed very carefully this rather drawn out “intelligence report”.

Alvero, what is his distraction you are surely, a concerned citizen of the world, asking, since he has child, no responsibility except to himself which may be his distraction, no doubt looking for something that anyone who is single with no real responsibility has to do, except getting laid by a richer most beautiful woman going thru menopause which my wife strongly disagrees with my mother’s proclamations, bearing in mind my marketing-math wizard wife’s draft of her Myspace profile:

When, however, the two of you compare your nonsense to that of so very talkative US Americans like Dalton and Ed Bertolas with so much time on their hands to sit around coffee shops “shooting the breeze” acting so very “up on things” and of course so very “spiritual” and so much wanting to “live right” and of course they know to mouth the words, “do the right thing” so long as it doesn’t mean they will have to put out effort that interferes with their carefree nonsense talking lives, what you figure out in an instant is that you are already so much better off and moments away in the history of time to getting back most of all your culture.
The decision by the President of Iran not to accept US Dollars should of course and will be followed by each and every other nation including United States Citizens who don’t want to be tagged with the bloodied hands of those corrupt elected and non-elected US Government officials who have turned a blind eye to the De Beers diamond currency syndicate who for more than a century now have been granted the right by our representatives who were supposed to be representing the interests of the hard working taxpayers paying their salaries, to be the world’s allocator of resources including human labor.

None of this is difficult to follow.

Now should either of you still be so very self-absorbed to the point that you feel physically threatened may I suggest you make your way to the Israeli Embassy in Lima and take a copy of this photo below showing me on the far left holding Pypeetoe, the Israeli Ambassador to Peru is in the middle.

You should recall from when viewing my one website www.NEXTraterresTRIAL.com the two photos I took of Pypeetoe moments apart.
Soon after we arrived at our hotel room in Lima just prior to the signing of the books, A Guide to the Birds of Peru co-authored by an Israeli friend, before then going on to Machu Picchu.
Where I also got to practice my gold swing.

**Side note to Adam L. Tucker** – Please take the excel worksheet file that Augusto sent me a while back containing the email addresses of most of the 800 or so highly educated and physically fit Peruvian guides and send them each a copy of this email, making the appropriate edits and additions to make it an easy read, bearing in mind they all speak pretty good English. Also say a few words in Spanish at the start letting them know that they can if they choose respond in Spanish.
Side note to Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. – Marie and I are making plans for New Year and we wanted to know if you and of course a date, would be interested in joining us for dinner at When In Rome located at 1108 South Coast Highway, Encinitas, California. Marie says you can practice your Italian. There is a live show featuring Daniel Hendrick, Gene-o and Silva Hartman. On the other hand should you know if the Romero Brothers are playing anywhere and if there are still seats available then that would also be our preference.

BTW were you aware of why it is that you so very rarely if ever discuss how very quickly Italy went from siding with the United States stooge Hitler to siding with the United States as De Beers laughed themselves silly at silly US Americans so caught up in this law and that law and the funding of this pet project and the lack of funding in that bill to fund this one CIA double black as well as single black operation all the while making certain there was funding available for our JoNathan to be tested this past week to see whether his bones are growing in accordance with his gene count that may or may not be predisposed to being recycled as a fruit fly.

Not to mention did you know that you can know get your own boob job with the bargain basement price of US$2,700 which we concluded at dinner last night must include both tits.

Rather very, very, very interesting this piece of news Adam L. Tucker shared with us after I made small talk with the so very important latest under pricing of boob jobs.

ALT apparently found the time when not uploading my insight and analysis of the important events of the day to the Headline News on just3ants.com that you would agree should now have coverage on the importance of what exactly its means for the “rule of law” when you have lawyer-politicians allowing just one Monopoly in a key global industry like mining to operate not just for one minute but for a century now, to find on the Drudge Report that scientists such as yourself have been able to induce fruit flies to become homosexual and thus prevent them from population.

You recall not only my very recent thoughts on this very important subject but your own comments several years back that “homosexuals would eventually breed themselves out of existence” when not only do we know that homosexuals cannot breed but more importantly all the very smart homosexual scientists for decades now have not been able to “isolate” a single “gay gene” which comes back to this “tinkering” with the chemistry of fruit flies that I understand does not involve any DNA manipulation which if true simply means we should be so very focused on over-controlling parents the MOST LIKELY to tinker with the chemistry of defenseless children who like the shot pig run to the real killer.

You are what you eat and who YOU CHOOSE to keep your company.

BTW let me know well ahead of time what subjects you think we should cover on New Year’s eve. Here is a list.
1. More detail on that church scene just inside Mexico with King Golden Jr. Esq. and Valerie Schulte Esq. kneeling and praying with their hands clasp following this very well dressed Mexican patrol officer on a motorcycle letting us go despite smelling in my car’s ashtray remnants of King’s home grown pot, far superior, I understand, than The IT’s that was so disgusting it even attracted ants despite keeping his stash in his Harvard Law school friend’s refrigerator freezer located in David’s condominium just down the road from The IT’s big 3 story house, like King’s one house kitty-corner across the road, on a fast track to becoming totally worthless.

2. How I knew when skiing in Arosa, Switzerland back in late December 1970, early January 1971

that it was just a question of time before the Mossad would assassinate American Charles Engelhard.
3. What information about very high profile American Charles Engelhard I got out of South African Boris Senior, deputy Chief of Staff Israeli Air Force after I followed my mother’s very precise instructions upon arriving safe, on September 1st, 1972, at Kibbutz Sde Boker where David Ben Gurion had not exactly “retired” following stepping down in 1963 as Prime Minister of Israel which didn’t stop this former head of the Haganah getting briefings from both the Mossad and the very deep underground Jewish Underground that kept the Mossad “honest”, that the first thing I should do is write down only one name in my diary, that belonging to her friend Boris along with his telephone number. As an introduction to this rather interesting topic let me quickly share with you the following “analysis” of my Royal Mater-Mother’s very close and not often spoken about friend’s book, NEW HEAVENS, subtitle, *My life as a Fighter Pilot and a Founder of the Israel Air Force:*

“Senior recounts how his ragtag air force secured victory by personally purchasing aircraft and sneaking them across international borders, and how they risked their lives on unfamiliar and untested equipment. He reminds us of the ingenuity, determination, and resolve that he and the fighters had for the creation of Israel. He emphasizes that the U.S. government was not a friend of the fledgling nation, curtailing the pilots’ ability to transfer airplanes to Palestine. In contrast, the Russians rescued the endangered Jewish fighting forces from destruction by permitting “Czechs to assist us (training in and procuring Messerschmitts)” In addition, “Russian diplomatic and political support in the United Nations during that period were instrumental in helping Israel survive.” This directly contributed to the success of the war in the air, which, through the efforts of the Mahal overseas volunteers, brought final victory to the nation and led to Senior’s ability to initiate and build the Israeli air force.”

Remember, American Charles Engelhard with unequalled access to the 3 Branches of the United States Government, was an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime who took their orders each and every day from DeBeers as it related most of all to the value of the South African Rand bearing in mind that when De Beers’ want to pay a utility bill for on of their senior executive’s whores they have many choices including simply calling Lloyds Insurance of London and having one of their members-investors who DeBeers may not be all that “happy” with, write a check that can be very easily traced versus their unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried diamond currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil, although, you would know De Beers can also afford cameras to film the exchange of Diamond Currency, that you perfectly understand helps keep the mouths shut so fricken tight of those getting more than their fair share of the graft-spoils of diamond drilling bit oil wars.

Remember also me mentioning how my father, a director of The Moshal Gevisser group of Companies would occasionally see Charles Engelhard visiting with Sol Moshal, the managing director of Moshal Gevisser, a very significant multinational trading conglomerate whose “control shareholder’ my paternal grandfather Issy Gevisser also owned in his own name priceless land in Haifa Harbor that when my
mother first heard about when arriving in South Africa in 1947, her father, son of pogrom orphaned Nechie Badash who came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia, Poland as Ben Gurion, “hot on the trail” of the murderous DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel, made my highly secretive mother, Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser feel “immediately at home in Israel”.

Boris Senior also came from a wealthy Jewish South African family who didn’t need to read tea leaves to figure out American Charles Engelhard’s involvement in the significantly less than fire-sale liquidation in 1969 of my grandfather Israel Issy Gevisser’s public corporation, The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies, whose shares were actively traded on the Johannesburg, South Africa, Stock Exchange.

Were you aware that Mr. Senior who passed away in 2004 would also have met with David Ben Gurion when this first Prime Minister of Israel met with Israel’s one and only Air Force Squadron 101 and it was that Ben Gurion who also knew that if it weren’t for Squadron 101 with a very strong South African presence Israel would have had to go to a “back up” position relying on those very carefully selected to be left behind in South Africa who would have not only the financial backing of my two very wealthy grandfathers who had made arrangements outside of South Africa, very specifically Maputo-Lorenzo Marques, Mozambique to “take the battle” directly to the “belly of the beast”.

You would know that Squadron 101 would after is first commander Mod Alon was killed, be led by South African Dr. Syd Cohen MD who was rather tall for a pilot but considered a “pilot’s pilot” for his “coolness under fire” and was not the only person in Israel or those traveling back and forth across the world’s utter nonsense borders, who thought very highly of my amazing Fighter-Bomber-Pilot father Bernie Gevisser as did all those who flew alongside my dad in his 71 odd miraculous missions dive bombing the crap out of the United States of America’s DeBeers’ Nazi bastards over the skies of northern Italy during World Oil War II.

As far as I am aware there were no other Jewish pilots in Allied Squadron 11 [Eleven] other than my dad and Syd Cohen who felt good enough about both my father’s flying as well as the all important dive bombing skills to serve at his wingman in only father’s 4th missions again dive-bombing the crap out of the DeBeers-United States of America’s Nazi Bastards who would kidnap civilians and chain them to buildings that they knew fighter bomber pilots like my father would be bombing.

You wouldn’t need to attend either MIT or Cornell University or for that matter get more of an education than offered by local street gangs getting increasingly closer to places like heavily corrupt Del Mar, California with increasingly so many black
and white patrol cars, to know the importance behind DeBeers making certain all
the intelligence services beginning with the OSS, the forerunner to the CIA were
fully aware of the extent that this mafia of mafia with no loyalty to country or
religion only to those allowing them to be the world’s most brutal and inefficient
allocator of precious and limited resources including human labor, had infiltrated
the highest offices of British War Ministry well prior to the outbreak of World Oil
War II, leaving nothing to the imagination of very intelligent people like David Ben
Gurion and Field Marshall Jan Smuts in the British Cabinet who knew the treachery
of De Beers going back to the United States of America’s financing of the Anglo
Boer War 1899-1902 that not only was every battle carefully orchestrated with both
twice knowing exactly where the other would be first bombing from the skies but
much more important from the standpoint of the Jewish Underground fighting the
British-Americans in Palestine for a Jewish homeland who smartly decided when
seeing how the clown Hitler was being backed with diamonds up the kazoo without
Churchill or Roosevelt willing to do a dam fucking thing, to open up a “second front”
in Europe which we continue to mostly call World War II.

Go back and read what our “tight lipped” very close friend, Boris Senior had to say
after the United States of America had so actively, so very openly sponsored the
Jewish Holocaust, leaving some 6 million of us dead and those who remained with a
brain worth talking about to go very deep underground, finding comfort with folks
like the Portuguese, not quite as religiously fanatical as US Americans, not even
close.

By The Way, I purchased the other day 3 small bottles of vitamins, all of them
capsules, one of them garlic, another containing mostly potassium and the 3rd, I
just forget the name but it is supposed to be good for stimulating bowl movement.
My guess is though, that right now you would mostly likely feel you could save on
this 3rd bottle, but don’t be afraid to ask when next visiting the Swastika

shaped military building on Coronado Island, San Diego, built in 1969-1970, if that
is not the case.

Isn’t it one most glorious day here at the beach, the surf just a little bit too
windblown to be out on my wave ski, but even so it could be a lot of fun; so you
might see me out there.

Gary
www.Just3ants.com

Ps – I am assuming you have noticed in the past half hour the rather dramatic drop
in the price of gold trading on the spot market, down from US$812 to last trading
at US$797, but then your stomach could be turning depending upon if you sold
your gold at the high and purchased worthless-fictitious and so bloodstained US-
DeBeers Treasury Bills knowing that as each moment ticks by more and more very strong, very healthy and full of life people like Augusto and Alvero are coming together, able to piece together with a corrupt academic explaining anything about interesting stuff like for example why it is that the Mossad have no problem in being the only person in the world broadcasting their beyond belief ingenious not so top secret Israeli military Intelligence report that spells total doom for the US Economy which has been now for well past a century nothing more than a house of cards with of course now infested with gambling casinos, as well as that never to forget Presidential Pardon by your daughter’s great pal, Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers-Secret Society-lawyer Scholar” Clinton of treasonous Marc Rich, at the 11th hour of Clinton’s presidency; bearing in mind for the rest of your natural life just like the ingenious Israeli Military Report that Rich not only never spent a day in prison for trading with the enemies of both the US and Israel, supposedly, but while a fugitive from US Justice and knowing a whole lot about why there isn’t all that much gold in Fort Knox, voluntarily relinquished his U.S. Citizenship.

No longer do you think it is okay to argue that “nothing turns on it”, that it was only Marc Rich’s contributions to the Clinton’s Presidential library that had Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, the head of the Mossad when the head of the Mossad was reporting directly to him, a highly decorated Israeli Special Forces commando who is featured in Steven SPIelberg’s epic 2005 movie-drama-documentary MUNich which served as nothing more than an infomercial for the DeBeers-US Treasury as SPIelberg made so many extraordinary blunders such as the Mossad paying for intelligence which never happens unless they are trying to set up a known traitor such as SPIelberg while SPIelberg got so many things right which meant only that the Mossad were testing SPIelberg and he failed miserably and why he was forced to provide that 5 minute introduction which I can prove beyond a shadow of a doubt in any courtroom in the world so long as I have a jury of my peers, that SPIelberg was to give as much as he, just like Rich wanted as much as a Mossad bullet in the back of their heads.

What photo of my mother do you like better? This one below of her Walter Cronkite taken in the fall at 1989 at the grand opening of Broadway musical, Meet Me In St. Louis
Bearing in mind, a lot of people were quite offended by Cronkite crying on camera at the assassination of treasonous John F. "Ich Bin Ein Berliner" Kennedy, or this one with Haganah sniper Dr. Ruth Westheimer

Of course you understand so much better today the fact that the Soviet Red Army both, at the time the son of Nazi supporter Joseph P. Kennedy saw himself, President of the US, "at one" with the US-German Nazis, the Soviets were making the US-German Nazis pay for their atrocities, as well as today, look a whole lot better to the Jewish people doing the "heavy lifting" going back just to World War II, especially when they saw a U.S. Military official on February 14th, 1945, some 12 days after the awesome Red Army liberated Auschwitz, cracking a joke on board the USS Quincy with Ibn Saud of the House of Saud, Saudi Arabia as the "potted plant" US-DeBeers President Franklin D. Roosevelt looked on caring as much about what would happen to the Jewish people still pushing for a Jewish homeland as he did when turning back the St. Louis.

Now can you tell me with a simple "Yes" or "No", are you proud to be an US American citizen?

Ps II – Gene Requa stopped by the cliff house with the most beautiful bouquet of "pointseirres" [sic] along with the nicest, so heartfelt note thanking Marie and me for our "generosity" in sharing our Maggie
with him over the years; not to of course forget “fuzz face” Pypeetoe.

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 2:18 PM
To: 'augusto benito vargas'
Subject: RE: Augusto hello.

Augusto - what do you think about my friend Adam Tucker coming to Peru and if he cannot stay with you then we can work something else out.

Is there is a telephone number I can reach on you on now?

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 2:12 PM
To: 'augusto benito vargas'
Subject: RE: Augusto hello.

All I want is for you to be straight with me.

How soon can you visit here with me in the States?

Can you leave this week?

I have the plan all laid out.
If you are really a true believer you cannot have any fear.

The fact that you and I are still alive should be enough proof of God's mighty hand.

I like very much your use of the words, "our plans".

Be well,

Gary

-----Original Message-----
From: augusto benito vargas [mailto:]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 2:07 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: Augusto hello.

Hi Gary.

What you say, I have very clever my ideas so I could not wait for that, you will understand that I was very busy this year and I did not have time for anything I would like to make many things but I can not so I am very disappoint with this year was not very good, you know We do not have the advantage of having resources to survive without being worry about the future what we think all the time is what we have for the future to do something first i need something for my son future.

Anyway I am still ready to do something for my country in spite the danger and to lose time since the next week i will try to review my e-mail more often so please let me know what we need to make and what are our plans.

greetings.

Augusto.